
A GLIMPSE AT THE FASHION OF THE 1920S

While we wouldn't recommend wearing s fashion from Click through our slideshow for a glimpse at a few famous
flappers and to see.

By the end of the s, Elsa Schiaparelli stepped onto the stage to represent a younger generation. Originally
designed for women, the hat became a male trend when gangsters embraced the accessory. Sportswear had
long been an acceptable form of casual wear for men, but in the s, it also became acceptable for women. The
manufacture, transport, sale, import and export of alcohol was made illegal in the United States of America.
Dances such as the Charleston and the Black Bottom in particular created a need for a revival in women's
evening wear due to the dynamic and lively manner of these jazz dances. Roaring twenties costumes are really
not so hard to put together. This phenomenon is studied by fashion historians but was also felt during the
period. A kind of cynicism that came in the aftermath of the World War I and the devastating flu pandemic of
created a youth culture that glorified fast living, dancing, and the exciting sounds of syncopated jazz described
by the writer F. It is popularized by Josephine Baker, an African American expatriate singer, dancer, and
entertainer, who becomes an overnight sensation at the Foiles Bergere music hall. Tennis was the most
popular sport for women and thus the most popular inspiration for fashion. Fedora hats were dominant during
the twenties. In addition, decorative embellishments on dresses such as fringe threads swung and jingled in
sync with the movement of the body. Indeed, one of the most popular fashion stars of the early twenties was
tennis star Suzanne Lenglen whose short sleeved, pleated tennis dress and bandeau were created for her by
Patou Pel  Rupp,  Though often photographed in morning suits and tuxedos, he was also a big fan of the
plus-fours mentioned above, often wearing them with argyle sweaters and socks both on and off the golf
course. The chemise style dress was also worn, usually adorned for dancing to jazz. Young boys wore shorts
with a tunic or sweater, while older boys began wearing long trousers, often with similar tops. Similarly the
Jazz Suit was also fashionable with the Jazz music enthusiasts. Her wedding dress was in style with the
twenties fashion of a straight and shapeless dress. When dancers did the Charleston , the fast movement of the
feet and swaying of the arms resembled the flapping movements of a bird. This portrait from showed him in
this attire Fig. These were primarily made from rayon and came in soft, light colors in order to be worn under
semi-transparent fabrics. Wool and cotton, machine stitched and hand stitched. So popular were elements of
these sports clothes that in a issue of The Tatler, M. Anyone could achieve the fashionable look even if it
meant the simple lines were created with a less expensive material and made at home rather than in an atelier.
The flapper dress was functional and flattened the bust line rather than accentuating it. Wide legged trousers
were worn in order to hide the knickerbockers underneath. This book, based on the Sears Catalogues of the
time, will give you some great ideas. Women wore dresses all day, everyday. Jazz dances, such as the
Charleston , replaced the slow waltz. Skinny trousers and jackets were worn with pinched in waists and small
lapels. Source: The Met Fig. Source: Wikimedia Fig. Cloche hats were all the rage; narrow, close fitting, bell
shaped hats that often featured feathers, bows, beads, or artificial flowers. Through exercise, diet, and various
shaping undergarments, women attempted to achieve this look. Women wore very short skirts or bathing
dresses that showed more skin than in the past. Purchase, Various Funds,  Women also wore tied Oxford type
shoes with a short, stack heel for day wear.


